
SUMMER HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK

1) iDiscover Summer 2 - Sarah Gudgeon - ISBN:9788861618121 (entire book)

2) Choose among one of the following short stories to read and learn. Two of the books are "maze
stories", interactive books, the other one is a regular book. The books are of different language levels,
choose the one you feel most comfortable with! Don't forget to do the exercises at the beginning and
at the end of the book!

a) The cat's paw (interactive book)
Author: Gavin Biggs
ISBN: 9783990892121
Level: A1/A2 (for everyone!)
"One day, a cat with purple eyes touches Philip with its pawn. Philips becomes a cat and the cat
becomes a girl. Philip has to find the girl. She has to make him a boy again, but who is she?"

b) Summer School (interactive book)
Author: Gavin Biggs
ISBN: 9783990892145
Level: A2 (A little harder to understand. Choose this one only if you feel ready!)
"It's the first day of summer at the School of Labyrinth. Nina and Rafael are there for different reasons,
and they have no idea what challenges they have to face. Can thy work together to complete the
challenges and win a prize?"

c) The anti-bully squad
Author: Rick Sampedro
ISBN: 9783990890967
Level A1/A2 (for everyone!)
"When a pair of bullies hurt Arjun, the youngest boy in class, Tom, Ziggy and Tara decide that is is time
to do something. They set up the anti-bully squad but they soon discover that the bullies are prepared to
do anything to get their own way. Can they find a way to stop the bullies before it's too late?"

3) After reading the book, prepare a fact sheet that must contain:
- A summary of the book
- Your personal review
- A list of new words/idioms/expressions to learn
- If you chose a "maze story", state how many "guesses" you got right and tell us your ending!

Enjoy your summer, I'll see you soon!


